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a b s t r a c t 

Graded implications in the framework of Fuzzy Formal Concept Analysis are used as the knowledge guid- 

ing the recommendations. An automated engine based on fuzzy Simplification Logic is proposed to make 

the suggestions to the users. Conversational recommender systems have proven to be a good approach 

in telemedicine, building a dialogue between the user and the recommender based on user preferences 

provided at each step of the conversation. Here, we propose a conversational recommender system for 

medical diagnosis using fuzzy logic. Specifically, fuzzy implications in the framework of Formal Concept 

Analysis are used to store the knowledge about symptoms and diseases and Fuzzy Simplification Logic 

is selected as an appropriate engine to guide the conversation to a final diagnosis. The recommender 

system has been used to provide differential diagnosis between schizophrenia and schizoaffective and 

bipolar disorders. In addition, we have enriched the conversational strategy with two strategies (namely 

critiquing and elicitation mechanism) for a better understanding of the knowledge-driven conversation, 

allowing user’s feedback in each step of the conversation and improving the performance of the method. 

© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Recommender systems constitute one of the emerging issues

n different areas. In some well known surveys ( Bobadilla, Ortega,

ernando, & Gutiérrez, 2013; Lu, Wu, Mao, Wang, & Zhang, 2015 ) a

ategorization was presented, remarking that, in most cases, a hy-

rid approach is used. Two of these categories are usually merged:

he collaborative filtering approach –which introduces a cluster-

ike approach to associate the user with some user community so

hat the recommendation can be guided by the community’s pre-

ious recommended items– and the knowledge-based approach –

here the previously declared preferences of the user is used to

uild new recommendations. 

A simple and efficiently manageable way for knowledge repre-

entation are, in its general sense, the rule-based systems, which

equires two issues: the construction of the set of rules and the

esign of an automated reasoning method to infer new knowl-

dge from these rules. Formal Concept Analysis (FCA), introduced

y Ganter and Wille (1999) , constitutes a solid mathematical

ramework to manage information. It provides several methods to

xtract rules –known as implications– from datasets and intro-

uces a logic to reason and infer new knowledge. FCA provides the
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wo elements needed to be a suitable framework for recommender

ystems: the construction of clusters –used in the collaborative

ecommender systems– and the knowledge reasoning capabilities

used in the knowledge-based ones. The first role is played by the

o-called concept lattice, a dual cluster of items and attributes, and

he second one by the implicational logic. 

As Renjith, Sreekumar, and Jathavedan (2020) mentioned, rec-

mmender systems are evolving to use intelligent engines strongly

ased on rules as a way for knowledge representation. Some

ther works also emphasize the use of different kinds of rules

n recommendations: fuzzy rules are used by Borrás, Moreno,

nd Valls (2014) , Vesin, Ivanovi ́c, Klašnja-Mili ́cevi ́c, and Budi-

ac (2012) use rules expressed in terms of first-order logic for

ourse personalization, while others propose the use of association

ules ( Cakir & Aras, 2012; Jooa, Bangb, & Parka, 2016; Khanian Na-

afabadi, Naz’ri Mahrin, Chuprat, & Sarkan, 2017 ). 

Thus, the motivation of this work is the following ques-

ion: Can FCA contribute to the research on recommender sys-

ems? . More specifically, can FCA provide some light to the

ell-known problems in this area (sparsity, cold-start, scala-

ility, overspecialized recommendation, etc)? Our proposal is

o build a recommender system following the conversational

aradigm ( Christakopoulou, Radlinski, & Hofmann, 2016 ). It works

y building a conversation with the user, who interacts with the

ystem by iteratively selecting features. Then, the system provides,

n each step, a narrowing of the set of items to be recommended.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.eswa.2020.113449
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As stated in ( Ricci, Rokach, Shapira, & Kantor, 2010 ), “users may not

be fully aware of their preferences until they have interacted to a

certain extent with the system and roughly understand the range

of alternatives”. This is specially true when the user has not all the

information beforehand, thus the conversational paradigm appears

as a promising alternative to collaborative-filtering and knowledge-

based recommenders. This conversational paradigm avoids two of

the classical problems –cold-start and data sparsity– whereas scal-

ability aggravates. The so-called curse of dimensionality appears in

those problems with a high number of features, causing user over-

whelming. 

In our opinion, FCA is a suitable framework to tackle this prob-

lem. We can build the conversation guided by implications and

reason with the logic methods. Since evaluation of features is com-

monly imprecise, vague or graded, we consider Fuzzy Formal Con-

cept Analysis. The knowledge is described by using graded impli-

cations, that can be automatically discovered ( Belohlavek, 2002 )

from the fuzzy datasets, providing the background knowledge in a

complete and smart way. We will use the so-called Fuzzy Attribute

Simplification Logic , FASL ( Belohlavek, Cordero, Enciso, Mora, & Vy-

chodil, 2016 ) and its automatic reasoning method for implications

in data with grades. 

Our proposal includes the design of a suitable knowledge rep-

resentation, considering both the features of the items and the

choices to be recommended as propositions in the rules and the

use of the attribute closure operator for fuzzy logic to guide the

conversation until a recommendation is reached. In addition, in

this work we also discuss and evaluate two strategies (namely cri-

tiquing and elicitation mechanism) for a better understanding of

the knowledge-driven conversation. 

Finally, to show the benefits and the practical relevance of our

proposal, we have built a conversational recommender system for

medical diagnosis and we have designed some experiments where

our system has been confronted with other recommender systems

and with other techniques (machine learning methods, such as

random forests and eXtreme Gradient Boosting). Moreover, some

criteria have been defined to give an objective measure of its

promising expectations (session length and accuracy). 

As research method, we have traversed the following way: 

Step#1 The first issue was to review the literature and to iden-

tify two key points: classical paradigms in recommender

systems, their main problems and strategies ( Section 2 ). 

Step#2 We have chosen the elements and methods of the fuzzy

formal concept analysis framework suitable for the iden-

tified problems. More specifically, we have adapted the

structure of the dataset (formal context), we have de-

signed a method to manage the features (user input) and

the recommendation (system output) in a integrated way

and we have used the fuzzy attribute closure as the core

of this method ( Section 3 ). 

Step#3 We have collected some available libraries and algorithms

in the recommendation area. We have also studied the

structure of the datasets managed by these approaches

and selected a dataset collecting some real data. In ad-

dition we have also gathered some strategies proposed in

the literature to enrich the recommender systems and we

have tested whether our method can be improved with

them or not ( Section 4 ). 

Step#4 We have explored the results and illustrate how they con-

firm our initial hypothesis. We have also identified the el-

ements that support such confirmation ( Section 5 ). 

Consequently, the paper is organized as follows: the following

section is focused on the literature review. Section 3 presents our

proposal: the fundamental concepts of fuzzy formal analysis are

presented, providing a description of our method. The Results sec-
ion shows the experiment, introducing the application of the pro-

osed framework to the differential diagnosis of schizophrenia and

omparing its execution with some other previous recommender

ystems and other methods available in the literature. In addition,

e present a discussion section to highlight the findings provided

n the experiments. The paper ends with the conclusions, impact

nd further research ( Section 6 ). 

. Literature review 

In this section, we review some works in the general area of

ecommender systems. Some surveys have established a solid cat-

gorization of these systems ( Bobadilla et al., 2013; Lu et al., 2015 ):

ollaborative filtering, content-based, knowledge-based, fuzzy set

ased, social network-based, trust-based, context awareness-based,

nd group recommendation approaches. 

From all of them, collaborative recommendations ( Nilashi,

brahim, & Ithnin, 2014; Ricci et al., 2010 ) have been used ex-

ensively and with very good results. In Ikemoto, Asawavetvutt,

uwabara, and Huang (2019) , similarity among users and/or items

nd clustering techniques are the central points of their collabo-

ative filtering approach to recommend the most relevant items.

hang, Xie, Li, and Lui (2019) propose a novel algorithm based on

eedback with users, indicating whether they are interested in the

ey-terms. This information allows the optimization of the selec-

ion strategy of key-terms through user feedback. Other filtering

echniques based on statistical measures are used in Phan, Huynh,

nd Huynh (2017) . 

Specifically, in this work, we focus on Conversational Rec-

mmender systems ( Christakopoulou et al., 2016 ), which work

y interacting with the user and building a conversation that

nds in the recommendation. Thus, these systems are consid-

red as an alternative to the most popular approaches: collabo-

ative filtering and content-based recommenders. These two ap-

roaches to automatic recommendation present two well-known

roblems ( Guo, 2012 ): the cold-start problem (difficulty to react

hen new users or new items appears) and sparsity (low number

f ratings for a low number of items). Conversational recommender

ystems avoid both of them since they are not strongly based on

he user preferences. Thus, they can be considered an emerging

lternative approach with particular characteristics and new chal-

enges to be addressed. 

In these methods, it is a key point to reduce the number of

nteraction cycles with the users using intelligent techniques. But

ccuracy also matters. Recently, some authors ( Jannach, Shalom, &

onstan, 2019 ) study how to develop recommender systems with

ore impact in the users. The offline experimentation and accu-

acy measures are not the only way to measure the impact, in fact,

hey ensure that “in conversational recommendation, even more

oundational research is needed to understand how humans in-

eract”. Moreover, conversational recommenders should face ques-

ions based on its ability “to uncover user preference and narrow

own recommendation candidates effectively” ( Priyogi, 2019 ). 

Recently, the conversational paradigm has been enriched by

he so-called critiquing recommender systems ( Chen & Pu, 2012a ).

hese systems propose to enrich the users elicitation by giving

hem the opportunity to provide a dynamic feedback in each step

f the conversation, refining their preferences when more options

re presented. The current state of maturity of the critique-based

ecommenders is leading to the development of the first systems

ith industrial application ( Christakopoulou, Beutel, Li, Jain, & Chi,

018 ). 

Some modern and popular techniques are beginning to be used.

hus, neural networks ( Christakopoulou et al., 2018 ) or deep learn-

ng ( Wu, Luo, Sanner, & Soh, 2019 ) offer high-quality personal-

zed items suggestions. Unfortunately, as it is well known, these
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echniques work as black boxes without any explanation feed-

ack of the results of the recommendations. They do not allow to

uild transparent recommender systems. In ( Musto, Narducci, Lops,

e Gemmis, & Semeraro, 2019 ), the authors claim that “the recent

dvances in recommender systems research are facing a sharp di-

hotomy between the need for effective and precise recommen-

ation techniques and the development of transparent algorithms”

nd in their approach propose the usage of Linked Open Data for

xplanation aims. In this line, Tran et al. (2019) affirm that ex-

lanations help users “have an insight into recommendation pro-

esses, choose better solutions, and increase the acceptance of rec-

mmended items”. 

Regarding the application point of view, the main issues of rec-

mmender systems ( Lu et al., 2015 ) have focused on recommen-

ations of movies, music, television programs, books, documents,

ebsites, conferences, touristic scenic spots and learning materi-

ls, and involve the areas of e-commerce, e-learning, e-library, e-

overnment and e-business services. Since recommender systems

ave succeeded in many different areas, it is of great interest to

ransfer their benefits to healthcare. In this case, one application

aradigm is the identification of diseases given the patient’s symp-

oms or tests results, in contrast to offering suitable products or

ervices according to the given profile. 

Several studies apply collaborative techniques of recommender

ystems to medicine, for example Davis, Chawla, Christakis, and

arabási (2010) , Folino and Pizzuti (2010) , among others. 

To practically demonstrate the benefits of our proposal, we have

uilt a recommender system for medical diagnosis. As Wiesner and

feifer (2014) propose, health recommender systems can be clas-

ified in two categories: systems for health professionals as end-

sers and systems for patients as end-users. For health profession-

ls, recommender systems focus on the idea of building a clin-

cal guideline for a specific case. Our work belongs to the lat-

er category. Calero Valdez and Ziefle (2019) made an orthogo-

al classification of the health recommender systems according to

he medical issue they deal with: diagnosis, therapy or health be-

aviour. We focus on the diagnosis recommendation. Thong and

on (2015) show a collaborative filtering recommender and they

pproach the medical diagnosis by using clustering to identify

sers with similar profiles and fuzzy and intuitionistic logic for

easoning purposes. As in the cited work, fuzzy logic is a key

oint to properly capture user’s information: “it helps professionals

y providing fuzzy picture clustering and recommendation for pos-

ible illnesses, thus improving diagnostic accuracy. ” Another unre-

ated diagnosis approach is carried out by Lafta, Zhang, Tao, Li, and

seng (2015) . In their work, they use time series analysis to predict

hort-term risk for heart disease. 

For a comprehensive review of healthcare recommenda-

ion, see the works of Wiesner and Pfeifer (2014) , Hors-

raile et al. (2018) and Afolabi and Toivanen (2018) , present-

ng a very deep study of the area, including its current chal-

enges. Finally, some interesting approaches in the healthcare

onversational area, where the dialogue is verbatim built, are

he telegram chatbot for healthcare of Narducci, de Gemmis,

ops, and Semeraro (2018) and the conversational agents sur-

eys of Laranjo et al. (2018) and Montenegro, da Costa, and

a Rosa Righi (2019) . 

Now, we summarized some FCA-based approaches to build rec-

mmender systems, which can be considered closely related to our

elected framework. FCA allows to efficiently represent user pref-

rences and interests in the dataset, also known as formal con-

ext . This representation seems to be particularly oriented to the

ollaborative approach, since FCA is employed to propose recom-

ender systems based on user clustering ( Alqadah, Reddy, Hu,

 Alqadah, 2015; Aufaure & Le Grand, 2013; Chemmalar Selvi,

akshmi Priya, & Joseph, 2019 ). Users in the same community
hould have similar interest since these communities are based

n their common interests. Another approach for collaborative fil-

ering which is based on boolean matrix factorization inside FCA

s proposed by Nenova, Ignatov, and Konstantinov (2013) . The au-

hors use the rating matrix to learn how to compute recommen-

ations for users. They use the information automatically inferred

rom the dataset and organized in a dual lattice (of users and

tems) named concept lattice . FCA provides an equivalent repre-

entation of the concept lattice by means of the so-called impli-

ations. As far as we know, implications have not been used to

uild a recommender in the framework of FCA. A closer work

as presented by Ignatov and Kuznetsov (2008) , where the au-

hors provide recommendations for Internet advertisement based

n FCA. However, they use association rules whereas we use fuzzy

mplications. 

Several works support the application of fuzzy FCA for recom-

endation. Thus, Castellanos, De Luca, Garcia-Serrano, and Cigar-

an Recuero (2015) mentioned “the suitability of FCA for context-

ware recommendation, outperforming other state-of-the-art pro- 

osals”. Mezni and Abdeljaoued (2018) propose an explicit descrip-

ion of the objects of the cloud system environment (users, ser-

ices, ratings), which makes the recommendations more suitable

or the targeted user using the fuzzy formal concepts in the built

oncept lattice. Medina, Pakhomova, and Ramírez-Poussa (2017) in-

roduce a mechanism based on fuzzy FCA developing social net-

ork analysis. 

This proposal considers the work of Benito-Picazo, Enciso, Rossi,

nd Guevara (2018) as a previous starting point. In this work

e use the Simplification closure operator for implications on

uzzy formal contexts to find the recommendation, an extension

f the framework used in that work. We remark that the core

f the method takes a linear time since the Simplification clo-

ure ( Mora, Cordero, Enciso, Fortes, & Aguilera, 2012 ) outputs

he new set of attributes and, with the same cost, a new set

f implications corresponding to the complementary knowledge.

his new set can be efficiently used in the next step of the

onversation without the extra data mining step of re-inferring

hese implications from scratch. These solid characteristics have

een preserved in the extended approach we present in this

aper. 

Our approach follows the motivation of Anelli and Noia (2019) ,

mphasizing that their “aim is to go beyond the traditional ac-

uracy goal and to start a new generation of algorithms and

pproaches which exploit the knowledge encoded in ontological

nd logic-based knowledge bases”. Moreover, Priyogi (2019) pro-

ose that conversational recommenders should have the follow-

ng strategies: (1) a set of answer suggestions can assist users in

liciting their preference; (2) feedback received, the next crucial

hase is to utilize it for improving recommendation quality; (3);

fficiency means to minimize interaction length. The introduction

f feedback in conversational recommendation provides some ben-

fits and it has been well studied. Here we consider the inspiring

ork of Reilly, McCarthy, McGinty, and Smyth (2005) about the so-

alled Incremental Critiquing . They propose a paradigm which in-

ludes a recommend-review-revise strategy. In this paradigm, the

ycle of the recommendation has two stages: in the first one, the

ystem builds a new milestone of the conversation and then, in the

econd one, it offers the user an opportunity to provide feedback

n the information produced. Our intention is to evaluate if the

enefits provided by the critiquing stage are really supported by

he experiments. In addition to the reduction in the conversational

essions lengths, Narducci et al. (2018) also emphasize that cri-

iquing strategies improve the recommendation accuracy as well.

hey argue that the feedback allows to build an effective user-

ecommender interaction. We also test the validity of this hypoth-

sis in this paper. 
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3. Method and implementation 

As it has been mentioned in the introduction, we present a

recommender system following the conversational paradigm. Our

method is data-driven and it is strongly based on the expertise

stored in the dataset. First, we don’t consider rules as a reposi-

tory of the human expertise but as a collection of the semantics of

the system, directly mined from the data. We use rules for knowl-

edge representation but with some significant differences from the

classical ruled-based expert systems. In those systems rules follow

the causality paradigm; i.e., their interpretation is “if premise oc-

curs, then choose its conclusion”, where usually premises and con-

clusions belong to two different sets of propositions. In logic pro-

gramming, rules are statements following a given normal form de-

fined to be efficiently executed by some specific automated rea-

soning method. Rules in this area play the role of a link in the

deduction chain to provide an output whenever a proposition is

introduced as input. In FCA, implications are just a declarative re-

lation among two subset of attributes, variables or features. They

are highly flexible from the syntax point of view and they are not

tied to a specific reasoning method, as other frameworks do. Such

a flexible orientation opens the door to multiple applications, but

it also requires to fix two issues: the allocation of the informa-

tion in a dataset properly establishing the objects (rows) and the

attributes (columns) and the definition of a reasoning method to

infer new knowledge. 

This work is based on the fuzzy variant of Formal Concept Anal-

ysis (FCA) ( Belohlavek, 2002 ), which formalize the dataset as a

fuzzy/graded relation between objects and attributes. One of the

two ways of representing the knowledge are rules, named impli-

cations, that can be automatically obtained from the dataset. In

the fuzzy version, attribute implications are formulas A ⇒ B where

A and B are fuzzy sets over an attribute set M and, informally, an

implication such as { a, 0 . 5 /b} ⇒ { 0 . 9 /c} means that every object that

has attribute a to degree 1 (i.e. fully possesses a ), and attribute b

to degree 0.5, has attribute c to degree at least 0.9. 

A basis of implications associated to a dataset is a set of impli-

cations (minimum according to some criteria) that allows to derive

in some way all the implications that are satisfied in the dataset.

We must therefore distinguish the computation of a basis from the

techniques to deduce new implications (automatic reasoning) from

the basis. For the first one, the recommender system presented in

this paper uses, as a source of knowledge, a basis of fuzzy impli-

cations extracted from the dataset by using the NextClosure for

Graded Attributes algorithm ( Belohlavek, 2002 ). 

This basis is used as background knowledge to guide the con-

versation towards some user recommendation. More precisely, the

knowledge retrieved from the dataset is shaped like a set (basis) of

graded implications over which we will reason by using the Fuzzy

Attribute Simplification Logic (FASL) ( Belohlavek et al., 2016 ). The

automated method based on this logic allows us to reach a rec-

ommendation. 

Now, we briefly present FASL. Truthfulness structures in FASL

are tuples 〈 L , ∨ , ∧ , �, → , �, ∗, 0, 1 〉 where 〈 L , ∨ , ∧ , �, → ,

0, 1 〉 is a complete residuated lattice, ∗ is a hedge (a “very true”

function ( Belohlavek & Vychodil, 2006 )) and � is a binary operation

satisfying the following adjointness property: a �b ≤ c if and only

if a ≤ b ∨ c for all a, b, c ∈ L . As a consequence, a \ b = 

∧ { c ∈ L | a ≤
b ∨ c} . These operations are pointwise extended to fuzzy sets. 

In particular, in this work we use the a discretization of the unit

interval L = { 0 , 1 n , 
2 
n , . . . , 1 } and we consider � as a left-continuous

t-norm (e.g. the Łukasiewicz or the Gödel t-norm), → as its resid-

uated implication, ∗ as the identity mapping and 

a \ b = 

{
a, if a > b, 

0 , otherwise. 
(1)
p  
Henceforth, for simplicity’s sake, we will describe FASL using

his particular framework. 

A dataset (a fuzzy formal context in the FCA terminology) is

 tuple K = 〈 G, M, I〉 where G and M are sets of objects and at-

ributes respectively, and I ∈ L G × M is the incidence relation that

s a fuzzy/graded relation between objects and attributes. Given a

ataset K and two fuzzy subsets of attributes A, B ∈ L M , we say

hat A ⇒ B is (fully) true in K , denoted as K |� A ⇒ B, when the

ollowing property holds for all x ∈ G : ∧ 

 ∈ M 

(A (y ) → I(x, y )) � 

∧ 

y ∈ M 

(B (y ) → I(x, y )) (2)

n words, the degree to which any object x has (all the attributes

rom) B is at least as high as the degree to which x has (all the

ttributes from) A . 

The axiomatic system in FASL is defined as follows: for all A, B,

, D ∈ L M and c ∈ L , 

[ Ax ] infer A ∪ B ⇒ A ( Axiom )

[ Mul ] from A ⇒ B infer c �A ⇒ c �B ( Multiplication )

[ Sim ] from A ⇒ B and C ⇒ D infer A ∪ ( C �B ) ⇒ D ( Simplification )

In [ Mul ] , we use c �A to denote the so-called c -multiple of

 ∈ L M which is a fuzzy set such that (c �A )(x ) = c � A (x ) for all

 ∈ M (i.e., the degrees to which x ∈ M belongs to A is multiplied

y a constant degree c ∈ L ). 

As usual, a formula A ⇒ B is said to be provable from a basis of

mplications �, denoted by � A ⇒ B , if there is a sequence of im-

lications ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ n called a proof such that ϕn is A ⇒ B , and for

ach ϕi we either have ϕi ∈ � or ϕi is inferred (in one step) from

ome of the preceding formulas using [ Ax ] , [ Mul ] , or [ Sim ] . Bases

1 and �2 are called equivalent , denoted �1 ≡ �2 , if we have

1  ϕ iff �2  ϕ, for all implication ϕ. 

The soundness and completeness are ensured when we assume

hat M is finite. In addition, inference rules in FASL provide equiv-

lences allowing simplification of sets of implications: for any A, B,

, D ∈ L M , 

( DeEq ) { A ⇒ B } ≡ { A ⇒ B �A }; 

( UnEq ) { A ⇒ B, A ⇒ C } ≡ { A ⇒ B ∪ C }; 

( SiEq ) If A ⊆C then { A ⇒ B, C ⇒ D } ≡ { A ⇒ B, A ∪ ( C �B ) ⇒ D �B }. 

The following notions are crucial to the results presented in this

aper. 

efinition 3.1. Given a dataset K , a set of implications � is said

o be a basis for K if, for all implication A ⇒ B , we have K |� A ⇒ B

ff � A ⇒ B . 

Given a basis of implications � and a fuzzy set of attributes

 ∈ L M , the closure of A ( with respect to �), denoted by A 

+ , is de-

ned as the greatest fuzzy set in M such that �  A ⇒ A 

+ . A is

alled �-closed if A 

+ = A . 

Note that since both L and M are finite, the closure A 

+ ex-

sts. Namely, for all B i such that � A ⇒ B i ( i ∈ I ), we get �  A ⇒
 

i ∈ I B i by a repeated application of ( UnEq ) . Closures in sense of

efinition 3.1 can be used to characterize provability: 

heorem 3.1. If � is a basis of implications and A, B ∈ L M , then

 A ⇒ B iff B ⊆ A 

+ . 

In Belohlavek et al. (2016) , based on these results, we proposed

 new automatic reasoning method for fuzzy attribute implications

hat may be used to solve the classic-style problems of computing

 closure and deciding entailment as well as a conceptually new

roblem of computing degrees of entailment. The method utilizes

he above equivalences and replaces formulas by equivalent but

impler ones, overcoming the drawbacks of other potentially ap-

licable rules. As demonstrated there by the experimental evalua-
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ion, the methods are feasible from the computer point of view to

lmost the same extent as the classical methods. 

In the following, for illustration purposes, we describe our rec-

mmender system in the field of medical diagnosis. First, we will

ake a dataset (fuzzy formal context) where patients are the ob-

ects and attributes can be symptoms (elements introduced in the

ialog) or diseases (the items to be recommended). The original

nformation can be extremely personalized since we use a multi-

alued approach and a grade can be assigned to each symptom for

ach patient. 

In summary, our method works as follows: in each step of the

onversation, the user interacts with the system providing new

ymptoms and the algorithm iteratively applies the fuzzy closure

perator to enrich the set of symptoms until a disease-column is

ncluded in the closed set of attributes, successfully ending the

onversation providing a diagnosis as the recommendation. 

The application of the closure operator provides a limited set

f symptoms, strongly related with the conversation in its current

tage, and also narrow the search space guiding in this way the

ext steps in the conversation. 

We have introduced a feedback in the conversation to test if

he so-called critiquing paradigm provides some benefits in terms

f efficiency or accuracy of our recommender system. This feed-

ack constitutes a depuration of the elicitation provided by the

ser. In an intermediate stage, the new attributes appearing in the

losure are presented to the user in case he considers to increase

he graded inferred for the symptoms. 

The conversational process is described in the work flow

howed in Fig. 1 and it can be briefly described with the following

teps: 

1. The system asks the user to provide a symptom and a de-

gree associated with it: ( d x | x ) where x ∈ M and d x ∈ L . 

2. It computes the closure (d x | x ) + and its associated reduced

set of implications �. 

3. If the closure contains an attribute identifying a disease,

then a diagnosis has been produced. The system stops the

process and provides the disease as the recommendation. 

4. Otherwise, the recommender asks for a feedback to the user.

The symptoms included in the set (d x | x ) + − { (d x | x ) } are

showed to the user, giving the opportunity to improve their

grades. If the user wants to upgrade some of them, a new

cycle of the dialogue begins, going to Step 2. 

5. If the user declines to provide a feedback, agreeing with the

information provided, then new symptoms have to be intro-

duced to continue with the conversation, going to Step 1. 

. Results 

In this section, we show the application of the proposed frame-

ork, building a recommendation system for the differential diag-

osis of schizophrenia with real-world data. First, we present the

ataset used in the experiments, then, we define the metrics used

o measure the performance of our method. Finally, we describe

he range of experiments performed and the obtained results. 

.1. The dataset 

In the recent years, an increasing number of initiatives have ap-

eared to share, curate, and study certain prevalent brain patholo-

ies. Among these pathologies, schizophrenia is of the highest

nterest, and public, curated repositories, such as SchizConnect

 Wang et al., 2016 ), have been released. 

SchizConnect is a virtual data repository, integrating and me-

iating data from other schizophrenia-related databases, such as

OBRE ( Aine et al., 2017 ), which collect neuroimaging, psycholog-

cal, neurological and clinical information. SchizConnect allows to
etrieve data about the patients that fulfill some conditions intro-

uced as a query to the database. Using this interface, a subset of

he COBRE dataset has been retrieved, by querying SchizConnect

or 105 patients with neurological and clinical symptoms. We also

ollected their corresponding diagnosis. 

Among the clinical attributes in the dataset, one can find: 

• Calgary Depression Scale for Schizophre- 

nia ( Addington, Addington, & Schissel, 1990 ), 9 items

(attributes) assessing the level of depression in schizophre-

nia, differentiating between positive and negative aspects of

the disease. 
• The Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale ( Kay, Fiszbein, &

Opler, 1987 ), a set of 29 attributes measuring different as-

pects and symptoms in schizophrenia. 
• The Simpson-Angus Scale ( Simpson & Angus, 1970 ), 6

items to evaluate Parkinsonism-like alterations, related to

schizophrenia, in an individual. 
• The Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-III-R Personality Dis-

orders ( First, Spitzer, Gibbon, & Williams, 1997 ), with 9 vari-

ables related to the presence of signs affecting personality. 
• The diagnosis for each individual: it can be schizophrenia

strict or other diagnosis (which includes schizoaffective and

bipolar disorders). These diagnoses are mutually exclusive,

thus only one of them is assigned to each patient. 

In summary, the dataset consists in the previous 53 attributes

elated to signs or symptoms, and 2 attributes related to diagnosis.

his makes a dataset with 105 objects (patients) and 55 attributes

o explore. The symptom attributes are multi-valued: for a given

ttribute (symptom), the available grades range from absent to ex-

reme , with minimal, mild, moderate, moderate severe and severe in

etween. Thus, all attributes can be considered fuzzy and graded. 

.2. Performance metrics 

Experiments in this section correspond to a two-fold purpose:

nsure the validity of the recommendations generated by our pro-

osal, comparing with other methods, and present various strate-

ies to optimize the conversational process. 

On the one hand, it is necessary to be able to compare the po-

ential of the proposed conversational system as a mechanism to

enerate appropriate recommendations. 

In this sense, the problem of generating a recommendation on

 dataset like the one used in this work is similar to that of the

rediction of the value of the class variable ( diagnosis ) in a classi-

cation problem. 

Thus, the classical performance metrics (based on the conti-

ency table) related to classification problems are suitable for the

omparison of our proposal to other methods: 

• Accuracy: fraction of instances correctly classified. 
• Sensitivity: true positive rate (or 1 minus the false positive

rate). 
• Specificity: true negative rate. 
• Precision: also called positive predictive value , is the fraction

of positive instances among the retrieved instances, that is,

the fraction of true positive cases retrieved by the system

with respect to the total amount of positive cases. 

In order to compute these quantities, we have considered

s positive class the strict schizophrenia diagnosis whereas nega-

ive class means schizoaffective diagnosis. All these measures are

ounded between 0 and 1. Values closer to 1 indicate a better per-

ormance of a method. 

These measures can be used to compare our proposal to other

ecommender systems and other machine learning methods fo-

used on classification. We intend to demonstrate the performance
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Fig. 1. Workflow of the conversational critiquing recommender. 
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of our proposal in terms of correct recommendations, using these

measures as a basis. 

On the other hand, we intend to understand how the conversa-

tional process can be optimized, by comparing various strategies,

both to generate critiques and to elicit attributes in each step of

the dialogue. 

In order to compare various strategies in the generation of con-

versations in our proposal, it is necessary to use specific metrics

for conversational systems. 

One of the most basic tests to measure the interaction of a rec-

ommender system with the user is the evaluation of the length of

the dialogue ( Benito-Picazo et al., 2018; McSherry, 2001 ). This can

be identified with the number of cycles in the conversation needed

to obtain a diagnosis. Its usefulness comes from the fact that it

outlines the interaction flow between the user and the system. 

As we describe in the previous section, the conversation ends

when the closure includes a disease, providing a diagnosis. The

number of elicitations (Step 1 in Section 3 ) that the user has pro-

vided during the dialogue up to the recommendation is named the

number of steps ( N ). 

Apart from the previous measure, to study the reduction of the

complexity of the problem as the conversation develops, two com-

plementary measures have been used: 
• The reduction in the number of rules available after each

step. At step i , the proposed system builds the closure (the

logical consequent with respect at the implication set in that

step) of the set of attributes elicited up to that moment (in-

cluding critiqued attributes, if necessary). Since the execu-

tion times of computing the closure depends on the number

of implications, a greater reduction of implications implies

faster convergence of the conversation and also a more re-

fined exploration of the attribute space. 
• The reduction in the number of attributes to explore. After

i steps in the conversation, there is no need to re-elicit any

attribute already elicited or critiqued, thus only a subset of

the attributes is actually explored by the system at the next

elicitation. The lower the number of attributes to explore,

the faster the convergence, implying also a reduction of the

search space. 

These two measures are related each other. In the case of bi-

ary attributes, the set of attributes that can be explored after step

 is actually given by the set of attributes present in the left hand

ide of the implications that remain after applying the simplifica-

ion logic at that step. When using fuzzy attributes, although there

s not a one-to-one correspondence between remaining attributes
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Table 1 

Comparison of the current proposal to other recommender systems and 

machine learning methods. 

Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity Precision 

ALS 0.360 0.333 0.380 0.290 

IBCF (Cosine) 0.555 0.475 0.615 0.483 

IBCF (Pearson) 0.770 0.466 1.000 1.000 

LIBMF 0.491 0.901 0.181 0.455 

SVD 0.376 0.515 0.271 0.349 

SVDF 0.431 1.000 0.000 0.431 

UBCF (Cosine) 0.608 0.967 0.335 0.524 

UBCF (Pearson) 0.525 0.783 0.330 0.470 

C5.0 0.674 0.636 1.000 1.000 

PART 0.883 0.847 0.950 0.970 

JRip 0.752 0.814 0.688 0.731 

Random Forest 0.953 0.924 1.000 1.000 

xgboost 0.818 0.963 0.713 0.706 

k -nn 0.589 0.603 0.544 0.815 

Proposal 0.982 0.996 0.948 0.955 
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nd attributes in the left hand side of the implications, in practice

e can see that using the fuzzy simplification logic induces similar

eduction in the number of attributes to explore. 

.3. Experiments 

As we described in the work flow of the method (see Fig. 3 ),

he method requires a data preparation stage, where implications

re extracted from the context (dataset). For this task, the well-

nown NextClosure algorithm for graded attributes has been used

o retrieve the Duquenne-Guigues basis of implications, extended

o use fuzzy graded attributes ( Belohlavek, 2002 ). 

In the construction of the basis, the algorithm generates some

mplications with zero support (that is, such that the left hand

ide of the implication, the premise, does not occur in the dataset).

ne feature of such implications is that they contain all attributes

n the given context, so their interest is purely theoretical, but

n practice they do not provide useful information. Thus, once

btained the implication set, all implications with zero support

re removed. This two tasks complete the data preparation stage.

e remark that this stage has to be executed just once for each

ataset. 

In our experiment, the original Duquenne-Guigues basis con-

ists of 20,663 implications. After removing those ones with zero

upport, only 15,700 are actually considered in the simulations. 

In order to carry out the experiments, a dataset consisting of

0 0 0 observations generated following the same statistical distri-

ution of the starting data, described above, has been constructed.

hey are observations not included in the original dataset, but fol-

owing their same statistical distribution. 

For each class or possible recommendation (in the example,

ach possible diagnosis), the joint statistical distribution of all at-

ributes grades is determined, and new data is then generated fol-

owing said distribution. This ensures that the statistical patterns

resent in the original dataset are taken into account, and that the

 -dimensional attribute space is well-represented. 

Next, we describe the experiments to compare the proposed

ethod with other methods and, later, some experiments to un-

erstand the behavior of the method in terms of the best critiquing

nd elicitation strategy. 

.3.1. Comparison to other systems 

The first set of experiments is intended to compare this pro-

osal with other recommendation systems and other classification

ethods based on Machine Learning. For this, we will use as mea-

ures of the performance of each method those mentioned above

n relation to accuracy, precision, sensitivity and specificity when

he task is to determine the correct recommendation (diagnosis)

or a given input (a new subject from the validation dataset). 

Below, we present a list of other recommendation systems with

hich we have compared: 

• User-based collaborative filtering (UBCF), the traditional CF

method, which may suffer from serious problem in scalabil-

ity, and item-based collaborative filtering (IBCF), which is

proposed to build offline an item-item similarity matrix for

rating prediction ( Adomavicius & Tuzhilin, 2005 ). For each

of these 2 collaborative filtering methods, we have consid-

ered tow modalities, depending on the similarity function

employed: cosine distance and Pearson’s correlation . 
• Alternated least squares (ALS) ( Zhou, Wilkinson, Schreiber,

& Pan, 2008 ), a recommender for explicit ratings based on

latent factors, calculated by alternating least squares algo-

rithm. 
• LIBMF ( Chin et al., 2016 ), an open source initiative to ap-

proximate the incomplete rating matrix using the product of
two matrices in a latent space, computing the factorization

in parallel. 
• Singular value decomposition (SVD) and Funk SVD, recom-

menders based on SVD approximation of the ratings matrix

with column-mean imputation. 

The aim of these recommender systems is to provide an esti-

ation of the rating of the diagnosis attributes. Then, the class as-

igned to each individual is given by the diagnosis attribute with

aximal rating. 

Among Machine Learning systems, we have used: 

• k -nearest neighbours ( Altman, 1992 ), a well-known method

which compares a new instance with the whole training

dataset and classifies it according to the classes of the k

nearest training instances in the n -dimensional attribute

space. 
• Decision trees and rule induction: C5.0 ( Kuhn & Johnson,

2013; Quinlan, 1993 ), PART ( Frank & Witten, 1998 ), and JRip

(repeated incremental pruning to produce error reduction)

by Cohen (1995) . 
• Classical random forests ( Breiman, 2001; Wright & Ziegler,

2017 ). 
• eXtreme Gradient Boosting (xgboost) ( Chen &

Guestrin, 2016 ): an implementation of gradient boosted

decision trees designed for speed and performance, which

is currently one of the most used methods due to its

consistent high performance. 

These methods provide directly the classification needed as a

ecommendation. 

The original dataset is used as training set in all the methods.

he validation dataset is then employed to get recommendations

nd compute the classification metrics. The results of the compar-

son are shown in Table 1 . In that Table, it can be seen that, for

he problem at hand, Machine Learning algorithms perform con-

istently better than recommender systems in many cases. This is

pecially certain for algorithms such as PART, random forests and

xtreme gradient boosting, that can be considered as the best-

erforming in that category, achieving more than 80% accuracy in

he problem, as well as having the other metrics high as well. 

With respect to our proposal, it achieves the top accuracy in the

able, with the random forest very close. Comparing the metrics, it

an be seen that our method provides recommendations as good,

t least, as the best machine learning method. 
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Fig. 2. Proportion of experiments that finished the dialogue after the given number 

of steps, for each type of critique. 
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4.3.2. Effect of the critiquing phase 

In this section, our aim is to understand the best strategy for

the conversational system, with respect to the use of the critique

phase. 

Particularly, we focus on studying the effect of the critiquing

strategy. To this end, we have compared the proposed logic-based

conversational system with and without critique. According to

Chen and Pu (2012b) , there are two main critiquing strategies: 

• Unit critiquing : quantity- or quality-based feedback for a

single attribute. 
• Compound critiquing : feedback on multiple attributes at

once. 

Note that critiquing in our proposal is defined as the modifica-

tion by the user of the degree of one or many attributes of those

found by the system by applying the closure operator of the sim-

plification logic. 

The first thing to note is that, in our experiments, critiquing has

no effect on the classification accuracy of the method. In fact, ac-

curacy, sensitivity, specificity and precision remain the same with

all critiquing strategies. 

Next, we focus on the effect of these strategies on the met-

rics that quantify the course of a conversation: session length, the

reduction in the number of implications and the reduction of at-

tributes to explore after each step of the conversation. 

In order to test the effect of critiquing in the conversation met-

rics, each validation instance has been processed 50 times by our

method and the obtained metrics have been averaged. 

As a result, we have found that the session length with unit

critiquing is slightly lower than that without critiquing (3.498 vs

3.42 steps, averaged) but this difference is statistically significant

( p < . 5 · 10 −4 ). This means that unit critiquing saves conversation

cycles, but the dynamics induced by the simplification logic are al-

ready so optimized that the advantage of using critiquing is not

so evident. Furthermore, in our experiments, there are no statis-

tically significant differences between no critiquing and compound

critiquing (3.45 conversation steps), although the latter has a lower

average session length. In Fig. 2 , we show a bar plot of the session

length in our experiments. 

The other two metrics, number of implications in each step and

number of attributes to explore in each step, confirm this result

and its interpretation. There are no significant differences in the

reduction of both the number of implications and the number of

attributes to explore. Fig. 3 shows the evolution of the average
umber of remaining implications and attributes in sessions with

ifferent types of critiquing strategies. 

Both the number of remaining implications and the number of

emaining attributes, as mentioned earlier, are intrinsically related,

s can be deduced from Fig. 3 , where lines corresponding to dif-

erent critiquing strategies overlap and can not be distinguished,

resenting the same average behavior in the course of a conversa-

ion, even for different critiquing options. This confirms the idea

hat the underlying simplification logic is able to optimize the

earch and reduce the attribute exploration needed to arrive at a

ecommendation. More details about this result will be given in

ection 5 , below. 

.3.3. Elicitation strategies 

In addition to studying the effect of the critiquing phase in

he proposed system, we propose to compare different elicitation

echanisms that may reflect an user’s behavior. 

In particular, several elicitation strategies have been defined in

he present framework: 

• Random : the user elicits a random attribute from those

available at the current step. Since we are working with

fuzzy graded attributes, the selected attribute must have

positive degree. 
• z -score : the user elicits the attribute whose degree deviates

most from the mean of the attributes’ values in the train-

ing dataset. That is, if x i is the degree of attribute i , and μi 

and σ i are, respectively, the mean and standard deviation of

attribute i in the original dataset, then the user selects the

attribute which maximizes | x i −μi 
σi 

| . 
• Maximum degree : The user selects the attribute with max-

imum degree. 
• Variable importance : After performing a logistic regression

in the original dataset, the absolute value of the t -statistic

for each model parameter is used as variable importance

( Siegel, 2016 ). The user elicits the attribute with higher im-

portance. 
• Logistic coefficients : The coefficients of the logistic regres-

sion model are used to estimate the user’s elicitation prefer-

ence. 

Random elicitation supposes neither knowledge about the rec-

mmendation problem nor about the input to the system. This

trategy, along with no critiquing, will be the baseline with which

o compare the other ones. 

Both z -score and maximum-degree strategies use information

bout the input (a new subject to diagnose), combined with simple

 priori knowledge: z -score uses the statistical distribution of indi-

idual attributes in the original dataset to decide which attributes

n the input deviate most, and therefore, the system should take

are of before. The maximum-degree elicitation implicitly assumes

hat higher grades in an attribute are more relevant for the recom-

endation (a diagnosis). Both strategies try to simulate the elicita-

ion behavior of an expert (a clinician in our example) with knowl-

dge about the application domain. It may be hypothesized that

hese strategies could lead to an optimized conversation process. 

The variable importance and logistic coefficients elicitation

ethods are used in the machine learning field as measures of at-

ribute relevance and their main use is attribute selection, that is,

etermining the essential features or variables in a dataset with

espect to a given problem. They use knowledge about the original

ataset but they are independent of the input, that is, different in-

uts will have the same elicitation preference as indicated by the

trategy. 

We study the effect of these elicitation methods on the conver-

ational metrics defined earlier, since, as commented in the previ-

us section, classification metrics remain the same, in our experi-
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the evolution of the fraction of remaining implications (left) and remaining attributes (right) after each step of the conversation, for the three critiquing 

strategies. 

Fig. 4. Proportion of experiments that finished the dialogue after the given number of steps, for each type of elicitation. 
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ents, when we use different critiquing and elicitation setups. We

sed the same experimental procedure as described in the previ-

us section. 

We found that there exist statistically significant differences

mong all the elicitation strategies when comparing session

engths. Fig. 4 shows the distribution of validation cases with re-

pect to its session length, grouping by the elicitation method

sed. Random elicitation had an average of 3.49 steps of length.

he fastest sessions where obtained by z -score (2.83 steps), maxi-

um degree (3.26 steps) and logistic coefficients (3.33 steps) elici-

ation methods. Interestingly, variable importance presented longer

essions (3.84 steps) on average than the rest of elicitation mech-

nisms. If we consider unit critiquing in addition to the different

licitation methods, we achieve a decrease of the average session

ength when using variable importance (3.81 steps) and logistic co-

fficients (3.26 steps) methods. In Table 2 , a simple comparison of

verage session lengths is presented for all configurations tested in

ur experiments. 

With respect to the reduction in the number of implications

nd attributes to explore after each conversation iteration, Fig. 5

hows the different behaviors of the system when using the pro-

osed elicitation methods. The elicitation methods that more effec-
ively reduce the search space and optimize the conversation pro-

ess by reducing implications and attributes to explore are the z -

core and maximum-degree strategies, closely followed by random

nd logistic coefficients elicitation methods. The strategy of using

ariable importance as elicitation preference obtained the worst

esults in the first steps, meaning that the measure is not well-

uited for this task. 

It is also confirmed the relationship between the decrease in

he number of implications and the number of attributes in each

tep. 

. Discussion 

In this section, we provide some discussion on the results ob-

ained with our experiments. 

We have compared our proposal with other recommender sys-

ems and machine learning methods. As mentioned in the Intro-

uction, the problem we have presented presents some difficul-

ies to recommendation systems, since the both data structure and

vailability are different to the standard setting. These difficulties

ave led to a poor performance of well-known recommender sys-
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Table 2 

Average session length in our experiments depending on the critiquing and elicitation strategies. 

Elicitation: Random z -score Max. degree Var. importance Logistic coeff. 

No critiquing 3.49 2.83 3.26 3.84 3.33 

Unit critiquing 3.42 2.83 3.26 3.81 3.26 

Compound critiquing 3.45 2.83 3.26 3.84 3.33 

Fig. 5. Comparison of the evolution of the fraction of remaining implications (left) and remaining attributes (right) after each step of the conversation, for the elicitation 

strategies. 
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tems (UBCF, IBCF, and based on matrix factorizations) with this

dataset. 

Machine learning techniques, however, are better suited for this

task and have achieved higher accuracy metrics. Some of them

(random forests and eXtreme Gradient Boosting) are considered

state-of-the-art in many fields, particularly in classification and re-

gression tasks. Our proposal is able to achieve a better accuracy

than those techniques and it can be said that it performs in aggre-

gate as well as both methods. 

This indicates that the logic tools used as engine to reason from

data is a promising basis for the development of new recommen-

dation techniques. Furthermore, other techniques based on statis-

tical inference and interpretations, although performing well, lack

explicability and interpretability, thus the use of logic tools is more

appropriate. 

We have also conducted experiments to compare conversa-

tion dynamics depending on two factors (the presence or ab-

sence of critiquing phase, and the mechanism to elicit attributes

at each step of the conversation). The use of critiquing provides

very discreet improvements, in contrast to previous studies ( Chen

& Pu, 2012b ), mainly because the underlying logic is capable of

reasonably completing (using the notion of semantic closure) the

information accumulated throughout the conversation, thus requir-

ing minimal corrections by the user. The experimental results con-

firm that the evolution of the conversation is not affected if cri-

tiquing is allowed or not. 

Another strategy has also been studied to guide the conversa-

tion, establishing objective criteria to generate elicitations, simulat-

ing different levels of knowledge about the domain of the problem,

from completely random (no knowledge) to basing the elicitation

on statistical properties of the data, where a greater knowledge

about the application domain is assumed. 

It has been shown that those elicitation mechanisms that take

into account knowledge about the problem and apply it to decide

important attributes of the input into the system achieve conversa-

tions with fewer cycles of interaction compared to random elicita-

tion, demonstrating that knowledge of the problem complements
 a  
he knowledge deduced by FCA’s own methods. Interestingly, the

echanism based on the determination of the importance of the

ariables in the original dataset achieves worse results than ran-

om elicitation. This indicates that the statistical importance of an

ttribute may not be a good indicator of which variables allow a

ore efficient conduct of the conversation. 

On the other hand, the results also show that the complexity

f the task of generating a recommendation is reduced by using

he logic of simplification, measured by the number of applicable

ules and the number of attributes to explore at each step of the

onversation. An effective reduction in these parameters manages

o alleviate the problem of exploring attributes, not by attacking

he problem of high dimensionality at once, but by steps guided

y logic. 

As a general remark, it can be said that the use of the simpli-

cation logic leads to an improved mechanism for conversational

ecommenders, which makes better use of the information and

nowledge implicit in the data, and serves to guide the conver-

ation more efficiently. 

. Conclusions, impact and further research 

Formal Concept Analysis has been used as an interesting tool

o develop recommendations. Normally, the methods applied are

ased on clustering taking advantage of the concept lattice com-

uted in FCA, or methods based on matrix. FCA extracts from

he datasets concepts and implications and we face the design of

ecommender systems using automated methods for implications

ased on the Simplification Logic. The use of logic as the core of

ecommendation engine is the novelty of our proposal. 

Specifically, our approach has been developed in the Fuzzy

ormal Concept Analysis framework. Graded implications are ex-

racted from the dataset as the background knowledge linking the

uzzy attributes (symptoms and diagnosis). We have proposed a

losure operator based on the Fuzzy Attribute Simplification Logic

s the reasoning engine to guide the conversational method. The
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losure operator provides an enrichment of the set of symptoms

ntil a disease is found in the closed set of attributes. 

These formal tools in the framework of FCA have allowed the

evelopment of a conversational recommender system to make

edical diagnosis strongly based on fuzzy logic with reason-

ng capabilities. More specifically, the conversational strategy has

een enriched using the so-called incremental critiquing , and more

pecifically, the recommend-review-revise, strategy. 

We have shown the performance and advantages of our ap-

roach with the development of a recommendation system for the

ifferential diagnosis of schizophrenia with real-world data. From

he dataset selected, we have extracted 20,663 graded implications

nd we have run 10 0 0 simulations of the execution of the con-

ersational recommender system with and without the critiquing

tage. The results indicate that the critiquing strategy is able to

ccelerate the dialogue, reducing the number of required steps to

onvergence, while being able to infer more information and fur-

her reduce the dimension of the problem. An extensive compar-

son with the main recommender and Machine Learning systems

sed in the literature for this kind of dataset has been done. We

how that our method is very promising and we improve the re-

ults with respect the main metrics of these other recommenders.

articularly, we show that our proposal is, at least, comparable

o the best-performing machine learning systems with respect to

lassification metrics: our proposal achieves a 98% accuracy in the

est problem, also with high values for sensitivity and specificity,

ollowed by random forests with a 96% accuracy. Also, we have

ested several conversational strategies, depending on critiquing

nd elicitation mechanisms, and found that although critiquing is

ot as relevant as in other works ( Chen & Pu, 2012b ), due to the

ogic tools employed, the elicitation strategy may help in guiding

he conversation in a more efficient manner. 

As future work, we will apply collaborative filtering strategies

o our proposal. The mix of both strategies, providing a conversa-

ional collaborative filtering strategy, seems to be promising and

llows us to tackle, in a unified approach, the accuracy and effi-

iency issues. 

Although for the current work, the diseases are mutually exclu-

ive, the system developed is prepared and may work even better

hen there are comorbidities, that is, several diseases may appear

ogether with different grades. This possibility could help the ex-

ert to distinguish between complex and related diagnostics of dis-

ases with even incomplete intersections of symptoms. 

The framework have been designed in such a way that it could

e used as a ICT service that can interoperate with electronic

ealth records (EHRs), providing recommendations as a patient’s

HR is updated. Thus, the use of the closure operator would help

o infer signs and symptoms which may be unnoticed or undiscov-

red, thus filling in the gaps and missing data in the EHR. Interest-

ngly, the proposed system, in that situation, would be extended to

e able to rise alerts about possible unnoticed signs. 

We also have in mind to incorporate techniques based on sen-

iment analysis for critiquing-based recommender systems in the

ine of Chen, Yan, and Wang (2019) . 

Regarding how to take advantage of the hidden knowledge in

he dataset in order to guide the conversational process, we con-

ider that FCA can bring some interesting ideas, such as the use

f the implicit knowledge contained in the concept lattice, the use

f minimal generators, attribute exploration techniques, and other

mplication bases which may reduce the computational complexity

f the task. 

To conclude, we plan to do an online experiment with real

sers. Presumably, user preference over feature can be modeled,

nd user feedback can provide more information to update this

odel. 
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